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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to simulate the TVOC release of building materials in the 
environment chamber. Based on the theory of mass transfer, a three-exponential decay empirical model is 
proposed. The validity of the model is verified by experimental data and comparison with the classical 
model. From the fitting results, the new model is more consistent with the experimental data. 

1 Introduction  
Building materials can affect indoor air quality. 
Formaldehyde and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
released from furnishings and decorative materials in 
buildings are closely related to the health and our lives 
[1-3]. The emission of VOCs from building materials is 
complex and can have a long-term release period. Hence, 
it is important to study the transport and emission 
behaviors of VOCs from building materials in detail. 

Prediction models for indoor building materials such 
as the emission of formaldehyde and VOCs mainly 
include empirical model and physical mass transfer 
model[4-5]. Based on a large number of experimental 
data, the empirical model is established. By fitting the 
relationship between emission rate and emission time, a 
prediction model is established to predict long-term 
emission. Initially, based on the analysis of pollutant 
emission from typical building materials, a power-law 
model was proposed by the American Office Furniture 
Association [6]. However, the model assumes that the 
emission source is a non-decay source, which is quite 
different from the actual emission characteristics of 
building materials.  

In addition, the exponential model is also one of the 
commonly used empirical models to predict the emission. 
Guo et al [7] developed the empirical models, such as 
the first-order decay model, the double-exponential 
decay model. The first-order decay model fits well the 
short-term emission of VOCs from building materials, 
but its prediction results for long-term emission are 
low[8]. Based on the assumption that building materials 
can release pollutants indefinitely,the double-exponential 
decay model can better predict the long-term emissions 
of VOCs,but the prediction results are high [9]. In fact, a 
large number of experimental data are needed to 
determine the empirical parameters, so the generality of 
the model is poor. Moreover, the empirical model lacks 
physical basis, and it is difficult to explain the 

mechanism of pollutant emission. Thus, physical models 
based on mass transfer mechanism are more popular to 
most researchers for modeling VOCs emission. 

The mass transfer model takes into account the 
diffusion process of formaldehyde, VOCs and other 
pollutants in the interior of building materials, the 
interface between building materials and air, and the 
exterior of building materials to analyze the mass 
transfer characteristics of pollutants. Based on this 
theory, Little et al. [10] explored the transport of 
formaldehyde from medium-density fiberboard in an 
environmental chamber and proposed a single-phase 
mass transfer model. However, there is a deviation 
between the predicted value and the measured value. 
Zhang and Xu [11] established an analytical model with 
the convective mass transfer. Furthermore, based on the 
relationship between VOC emissions in building 
materials and the concentration of VOCs in air, Deng 
and Kim [12] further studied this model and the 
prediction accuracy had been improved. Much more 
researches associated with mass transfer model have 
been extensively presented in the literature [13-17]. The 
parameters of mass transfer model have practical 
physical significance. But these parameters usually 
depend on additional testing or model solving. Therefore, 
it is crucial to establish a simple and practical model for 
predicting the emission of building materials. 

The purpose of this study is to establish a simple and 
practical analysis model to investigate the TVOC 
emission rate in environmental chamber. The model is 
based on the coupling of convection mass transfer and 
the mass balance equation in the environment chamber. 
By fitting the experimental data and comparing with the 
classical model, it can be seen that the model is in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 

2 Model development  
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Considering that the release of VOCs occurs not only in 
the interface between building materials and air, but also 
in the air. The two periods of VOCs emission should be 
discussed simultaneously.  

At the material–air interface, the concentration of 
VOCs in the material phase is greater than that in the air 
phase because the material can adsorb VOCs [18]. There 
is a certain relationship between VOCs concentration in 
materials and environmental chamber, which can be 
written as [12]: 

                            ma aix
C K Cδ=

=      (1) 

where C is the concentration in the material, Kma is the 
interface partition coefficient of VOCs between the 
material and the environmental chamber. Cai is the 
concentration in the interface, δ is the the thickness of 
the material. 

The emission of VOCs is affected by the surface pore 
structures of building materials. Because VOCs are 
released through the surface pores of building materials, 
it is very important to take areal porosity into account. 
The convective mass transfer at the material–air 
interface is modified as follows [19-20]: 

                   ( )air
x ma x

C CD h C
x Kδ δ

ε
= =

∂− = −
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  (2) 

where ε is the areal porosity, which is tested and 
calculated by mercury intrusion porosimetry, and h is the 
convective mass transfer coefficient. 

The mass balance equation in the environment 
chamber takes into account the process of VOCs 
diffusion from the surface of building materials to the 
environment chamber by convective mass transfer, that 
is, the change of pollutants in the environment chamber 
is equal to the release of pollutants on the surface of 
building materials minus the removal of pollutants at the 
vent [21]. Compared with the empirical model, it 
overcomes the disadvantage of not explaining the 
diffusion mechanism.  

The mass balance in the environment chamber can be 
established under the following assumptions: (1) there is 
no VOCs in the air injected into the environment 
chamber; (2) assuming that VOCs are completely mixed 
in the ambient chamber. The expression is as follows: 

                 air
air

x

dC CL D NC
dt x δ

ε
=

∂= − −
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   (3) 

The initial conditions are as follows: 

                                 (0) 0.airC =                  (4) 

Assuming that the concentration of VOCs at the 
boundary is exponential decay, which can be written as 
[12]: 

                          .Bt
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where C∞  is the chemical reaction term. 

By the combination of Eqs. (1)-(3), the Eq. (3) can be 
written as follow: 

( ) .air
air

ma x

dC CLh N C Lh
dt K δ=

+ + =             (6) 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), the equation is 
established as: 
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So, the environmental chamber Cair can be expressed 
as: 
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The final form is as follow: 

                      1 2
1 1( )b t b t

airC ae a c e c− −= − + +                (13) 

If the chemical reaction is not existed and the 
exponential decay adsorption of the environmental 
chamber is taken into account, Eq. (13) can be extended 
to the following three-exponential decay empirical 
model 

31 2 b tb t b t
airC ae ae ce−− −= − −                      (14) 

3 Results and discussion 

Based on the environmental chamber experiment, this 
paper tested the TVOC emission of different materials, 
such as waterproof paint and floor coating, and the results 
are obtained through experimental fitting. 

Fig. 1 shows the release of waterproof paint. In the 
early stage, there is a process of filling the chamber, i.e. 
the chamber concentration reaches its maximum rapidly. 
And the concentration declined slowly in the later stage 
of release. Comparing the present model with the 
classical model, it can be seen that the deviation between 
the classical model and the experimental data is greater, 
while the present model fits better in both early and late 
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stages of release. Simultaneously, the fitting parameters 
and root mean square error (rmse) are shown in Table 1, 
which further verifies the above viewpoint. 

 
Fig. 1. Chamber concentration of TVOC emitted from 

waterproof paint. 

Table 1. Fitting parameters of figure 1 

Model a b1 b2 b3 c rmse
Present 
model 2.242 -

1.547 0.008 1.373 0.095 0.144

Classical 
model 3.351 0.215 — — — 0.586

The TVOC release of floor coating is shown in Fig. 2. 
It can be seen that the release law of floor material is 
consistent with that of waterproof paint. The 
concentration in chamber rises at first and then decreases 
slowly. Furthermore, the numerical simulation shows 
that the present model is superior to the classical model 
in the whole release process. The corresponding values 
of parameters and root mean square error (rmse)  are 
given in Table 2, which further verified the validity of 
the three-exponential model. 

 
Fig.2. Chamber concentration of TVOC emitted from floor 

coating. 

Table 2. Fitting parameters of figure 2 

Model a b1 b2 b3 c rmse
Present 
model 1.129 -

0.287 0.029 1.871 0.002 0.049

Classical 
model 1.343 0.234 — — — 0.255

4 Conclusions 

A new three-exponential decay empirical model is 
proposed to describe TVOCs emission. The validity of 
this model can be verified by comparing classical model. 
The results show that the model can describe the release 
characteristics of TVOC more accurately, and it is highly 
consistent with the experimental data. 
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